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Glossary 
 
 

Chapter Illustration legend: 

 

Morgan – Chimera (Ferret, Cat, Silver-Fox)  

19 years old (Life Day: 48 Abath, 3264) 
The Vassal of Falhara 

 

Flynn – Purebred (Bear) 

57 Years old (Life Day: 1 Campe, 3221) 
Captain of The Dainty 

 

                           Furu – Purebred (Silver-Fox) 

                          55 Years old (Life Day: 64 Triton, 3228) 
                          Mother of Morgan 

 

                    Emperor Estrotho – Purebred (Lion) 

                         39 Years old (Life Day: 34 Bolla, 3244) 
                         Primerian Emperor 
 

                    Marcus – Purebred (Wolf) 

                         25 Years old (Life Day: 6 Roc, 3258) 
                         Morgan’s protector from the Primerian Order. 
 

                           Ashan – Purebred (Squirrel) 

                          Age unknown 
                          Imperial and Dark Cult assassin 

                     
                    Short-Step – Purebred (Pachydus)  

                         157 Years old (Life Day: 25 Bolla, 3126) 
                         Pachydus translator 
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                   Aunt Feing – Purebred (Lion) 

                        86 Years old (Life Day: 1 Abath, 3197) 
                        Aunt of the Emperor. 

 
                   Entos 
                    
 
 
One year is 408 days 
36 hours in a day 
75 minutes in one hour 
75 seconds in one minute 
 

6 Months of Primerian year 
Abath (Ab) – 68 days 
Roc (Rc) - 67 days 
Bolla (Bl) - 69 days 
Triton (Tr) - 67 days 
Campe (Cp) - 68 days 
Kurma (Km) - 69 days 
 

13 weekdays of Primeria 
Solden (Sl) 
Satilis (Sa) 
Aquain (Aq) 
Emberian (Em) 
Terras (Te) 
Zephys (Zp) 
Drac (Dr) 
Kirin (Ki) 
Cani (Cn) 
Feali (Fe) 
Amphib (Am) 
Buuge (Bu) 
Faunis (Fn) 
 
Three Primerian Moons: 
Gorm (Sapphire, Second largest) 
Zald (Amber, Largest) 
Puti (White, Smallest) 
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Continents of Primeria: 
Cathania 
Olultan 
Durlach 
Shuloch 
The Heartland 
Tulnor 
Avis Evena 
 

Important terms: 
Fauna: Humanoid creatures with varying animal aspects. 

Purebred: Fauna with single “Breed”. Most of the Purebred 
consider themselves true fauna and established the empire 
thousands of years ago after three wars with the Chimera, which 
ultimately saw the Chimera oppressed and enslaved. 

Chimera: Fauna with more than one “Breed”. The Empire considers 
them to be less than animals and uses them as slaves. 

Mating: Marriage 
Marked: Betrothed 

Opalite/Opalesque: Broad spectrum term which refers to any 
fauna who does not conform to cisgender heterosexuality. Most 
Opalites are honored and considered beneficial by adopting 
orphaned or abandoned children. While it’s not illegal for Opalites 
to mate with fauna of different breeds, such couplings are still 
frowned upon. There are four general classifications for Opalites 
which indicate partner type/number:  
-Mono’Opalite - Attracted to one gender. 
-Omni’Opalite - Attracted to more than one gender. 
-Poly’Opalite - Has/desires multiple romantic partners. 
-Indo’Opalite - Equivalent to Ace or Asexual. 
Some Opalites may define their aspect further by adding a suffix at 
the end such as Fem, Masc, or Andro. (Example: Omni’Opalite-
Andro for Nonbinary Bisexual) 

Drakche: God of Death, ushers souls across the veil when they pass. 

Kirin: Goddess of Life, brings souls from the veil for rebirth. 

Falhara: Goddess of Chimera and daughter of Drakche and Kirin, 
who was injured and had her memories stolen. 

Entos: Humanoid creatures with varying insect aspects. 

Primerian Order: Rebel faction who intends to overthrow the 
empire and free Chimera from slavery. 
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Otherwhere: Realm where a fauna gathers magic to cast. Each fauna 
only has an absolute finite amount. 

Dream Trance: Name for the meditation used to send the mind to 
their Otherwhere. 

Everstorm: Giant endless storm which constantly churns in the 
ocean between Cathania and the Heartland. 

Everstorm Prison: An island on the edge of the Everstorm where 
imperial criminals are sent. 

The Purge: An event which occurred in the year 3263 where 
Emperor Estrotho, then 19 years old, led a three-year campaign 
across Olultan to eradicate all hidden villages. He was the first of the 
Lion Emperors to initiate such a large-scale attack against the 
Chimera. Shuloch would meet the same fate four years after the 
purge ended.  

Beist: Common mount. Tend to be large (between the size of a 
Percheron and a Shire) and strong, with cloven hooves. Males have 
long horns (sometimes spiraled, curly, or straight.) coming from 
behind their ears and a beard. Their tails are long and thin with a tuft 
of hair on the end. 
 


